
(your salon name)
POLICIES AND PROCEDURES

Subject:  SOP TRAINING SOP CODE:
Division: Manager/Director
Standard: SOP’s to be trained weekly and updated on a regular basis to ensure consistent
high standard of quality control in the business
Policy:

● Identify the SOP’s that are most important
● Write the SOP
● Follow the SOP plan and once approved by Owner/Manager/Director print and issue
● Plan training and make any changes to the SOP with team input

Procedure:
1. Choose a day weekly where the full team is shifted to work.  If your team is too big or

there is never a shift with the full team then you will need to split this training into two
sessions weekly.

2. Book the training in the scheduler for 60 minutes, first thing in the day and preferably 30
- 60 minutes before the salon/spa is open for treatments. This will ensure the team is
fresh and that the training goes ahead as planned as its first thing in the morning.

3. Do not book SOP training the same day as staff meeting, this is training time.

4. Ensure the SOP is printed before the training and each staff member has had the
opportunity to read through the SOP and make any changes or comments.

5. The purpose of the training is to get everyone on the same page and to finalise the
SOP so changes generally come about as a result of training as more ideas come up
and often the SOP changes.

6. Make sure everything needed for the SOP is ready and available.  So if you are training
on waxing for example, ensure the wax is ready to be used and the bed set up is
correct etc. Not being prepared will waste time. You have 60 minutes of valuable
revenue time so be prepared and get to training straight away, the preparation must
happen the day before.

7. Once training is done, type up changes to the SOP and issue a final document to all
staff ensuring the SOP is signed for and filed in their files.

8. Ensure to date the SOP changes and training date in order to revisit and update either
in the next 6 months or when the read arises due to SOP not being followed and a
problem arising

Date SOP issued: Therapist Signature:
Date SOP trained: Therapist Signature:

YOUR SALON/SPA NAME | DATE THIS SOP WAS ISSUED


